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CIRCULAR

Subject: Compulsory Bridge Course for non-CS background students in MCA program

regarding...

Reference:
1. Query from the different colleges.

2. VTU/BGM/B OS/A9 /2020-27/7036, dared 2e.03.2021

3. Clarification from BoS Chri.p".ron in MCA and MCA 2020 regulation clause no.2.L and Scheme

ofMCA 2020
4. AICTE Approval Process Handbook 2020-21. page no. 123 (xJ

5. Hon'ble Vice-Chancellor's order, dated 06.05.2021

Concerning the subject cited above, in continuation of the circular mentioned at

reference (3J all the staff and students of MCA departments are hereby informed to note the

following-
1. The students who are taken admission to the MCA program for the academic year

202A-n with graduation in BCAI Bachelor Degree in Computer Science Engineering or

Equivalent Degree are exempted fiom Bridge course at 1st semester"

z Bridge course is compulsory for all the students who have passed B.Sc.lB.Corn,/8.A.

etc. They have to take both Continuous Internal Evaluation [CIE) and Semester End

Examination ISEE) and obtain 50% marks in the bridge course.

The principals of all the Affiliated /Constituent /Autonomous colleges coming under

the ambit of Untversity are hereby informed to bring the content of the circular to the faculty

and students of the MCA department of your college. Also, advise the students to enter the

correct subjects and codes in the exam form,

To,

1,. Allthe Principals of the Engineering Colleges undenthe ambit of VTU

Copy to:
1. The Registrar(Evaluation) for information and needful

2. The Registrar's Office, VTU, Belagavi, for information.

3. The Special Officer, Academic Section, VTU Belagavi, for information.
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Belagavi.

4. The Coordinator CNC section VTU for uploading of the circular on the VTU web portal.
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